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Summary
The S&P 500 made a new all-time high last week—after a dip and recovery over the past month and a half. The dip was only 5%. I think
a deeper drawdown (e.g., 10-15%) or several months of sideways consolidation would be a healthy development for the medium to
longer term prospects of the bull market.
The S&P 500 is getting close to extended levels both on the trailing 5-year and 10-year time horizons. And it’s still trading at the high
end of its log-scale trend channel.
The Fed will likely announce tapering at their upcoming November meeting (next week). Based on recent Fed comments, I expect them
to announce a 15 billion per month (10 billion in Treasuries and 5 billion in MBS) reduction in the pace of monthly purchases, to start in
December. On that schedule, QE would taper to zero by the end of June 2022.
On the margin, tapering might reduce support for equities through the so-called portfolio rebalancing channel. As the ECB put it in a
2018 paper: ”Large-scale asset purchase programs [i.e., QE] aim to impact the real economy through the financial system. The ECB
has focused much of its policies on safe assets. An intended channel of transmission of this type of program is the “portfolio rebalancing
channel”, whereby investors are influenced to shift their investments away from such safe assets towards assets with higher expected
returns.” The same theory applies to Fed QE, and tapering reduces/eliminates that mechanism. Nevertheless, in the last cycle tapering
didn’t bring down the market: from the announcement of tapering in mid-December 2013 to its completion in October 2014, the market
was up 11% with one 6% pullback and one 7% pullback along the way. Furthermore, it’s important to look at the G3 combined central
bank balance sheet, and the ECB and BoJ are likely to continue balance sheet expansion at a pace of at least 20b EUR (i.e., 23b USD)
per month from the ECB and 50b USD worth per month from the BoJ.
On the Covid front, the EU and UK are seeing ongoing uptrends in new cases. And it might not be long before cases trend higher again
in the US. While processes have evolved to deal with waves of increased spread, the ongoing pandemic and associated mitigation
measures may mean a further delay in normalization and a prolonged period of above-target inflation (i.e., above 2% per year).
Elevated inflation and inflation expectations could pressure the market multiple.
Bigger picture, a review of the data suggests the medium-term market outlook continues to be supported by the ongoing economic
expansion (even given the current soft-patch) and a high remaining wall-of-worry to climb. Some long-term valuation indicators suggest
relatively low expected returns on average over the next ten years. But valuations are not a good timing indicator and historically have
little relationship to subsequent one-year returns.
As always, the outlook requires constant reassessment. And everyone needs to put probability and reward-to-risk assessments in the
context of their strategy, process, and time horizon.
-Nick Reece, CFA
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Earnings Backdrop
S&P 500 Trailing 12-month Earnings per Share and the S&P 500

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: Trailing earnings have well surpassed pre-Covid levels. Factset’s 2021 calendar year earnings growth forecast is +44% (up slightly
from last month’s forecast). Currently, 2022 earnings for the S&P are estimated to be $221 (up slightly from last month’s forecast). So, the market
10/22/2021 16:20:16
3
is Bloomberg
trading® at about
21x next year’s earnings. Chart Framework: I’d get incrementally negative if the trailing 12-month earnings moved down over
consecutive quarters (QoQ), i.e., two or more quarters. This is more of a coincident or confirmatory indicator.
https://www.factset.com/hubfs/Website/Resources%20Section/Research%20Desk/Earnings%20Insight/EarningsInsight_102221.pdf
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Business Cycle Backdrop
Leading Economic Indicators (LEI) Index and the S&P 500

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: The ongoing economic expansion continues to underpin this bull market. The Leading Economic Indicators (LEIs) Index continues to
make
new
Bloomberg
® all-time
10/22/2021highs.
16:20:16 And the uptrend continues to be confirmed by the OECD’s U.S. leading index. The recession ended in April 2020,
4
making it the shortest recession on record. It underscores why the market bottomed when it did—bear markets usually bottom before recessions
end. It was a two-month recession, and about a one-month bear market. It might be better thought of as a crash. Chart Framework: I’d get
incrementally negative on the market outlook if the LEI Index trended back down while the market was flat to higher.
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Global Growth Backdrop
Large Economy Manufacturing PMIs (Purchasing Managers Index) and the S&P 500

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: Manufacturing PMIs were mixed over the past month. Notably, China’s PMI fell below 50 (the dividing line between expansion and
Bloomberg ® Chart
10/22/2021
16:20:16
5
contraction).
Framework:
I’d get incrementally negative on the market outlook with two or more Mfg PMIs below 50.
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U.S. Financial Conditions
Chicago Fed National Financial Conditions Index and the S&P 500

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: Financial conditions remain generally supportive of equities. The big reversal in early April 2020 was likely in large part due to Fed
Bloomberg ®
10/26/2021 09:31:09
1
programs.
Financial
conditions have generally been moving in line with the equity market (i.e., they haven’t been the leading indicator that they
were in mid-2007 on the downside and in late 2008 on the upside). Chart Framework: I’d get incrementally negative on the market outlook if
financial conditions tightened beyond -0.50 while the market remained flat to higher.
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S&P 500 and G3 Central Bank Assets
S&P 500 Index and G3 (U.S., Eurozone, and Japan) Central Bank Total Assets

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg

Analysis:
G3 (Fed, ECB, and BoJ) central bank total assets continue to rise. Even with the Fed likely to taper (from 120b per month to zero), the ECB
This report may not be modified or altered in any way. The BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL service and BLOOMBERG Data are owned and distributed locally by Bloomberg Finance LP (“BFLP”) and its subsidiaries in all jurisdictions other than Argentina, Bermuda, China, India, Japan and Korea (the (“BFLP
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and doBoJ
are likely to continue asset purchases: it seems like at least 20b EUR per month (i.e., 23b USD) from the ECB and 50b USD worth per month
not provide investment advice, and nothing herein shall constitute an offer of financial instruments by BFLP, BLP or their affiliates.
from the BoJ. It’s important to include policy makers in market analysis. For their part, central banks have worked to backstop the financial system. And
QE is
likely®supportive
equity markets. Chart Framework: I’d get incrementally negative on the market outlook if the YoY rate of change in G3 central
Bloomberg
10/22/2021 of
16:20:16
10
bank assets went negative. On Fed tapering, it’s worth remembering that during the “taper tantrum” of 2013, the S&P 500 was up 30% for the year with
little volatility (the biggest drawdown that year was less than 6%). Conversely, stocks had a rough 2018 as the Fed started actually shrinking their
balance sheet. In other words, there’s a big difference between tapering quantitative easing and outright quantitative tightening. The former is a slowing
rate of increase, and the latter is an actual decrease.
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Market Breadth
Percent of S&P 500 member stocks above their 200d Moving Averages when the S&P 500 Makes a New Bull Market High

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: Breadth at the most recent bull market high (10/21/2021) was 75% (well above the 65% warning level). Typically, as a bull market ages,
breadth
declines—you
can see that in the 1999/2000 peak and the 2007 peak. The last bull market (2009-2020) had an unnatural end due to the
Bloomberg
®
10/23/2021 09:52:09
1
pandemic/lockdowns. As a result of the crash and the new bull market, breadth was reset to 2009 levels and is now gradually coming down.
Chart Framework: I’d get incrementally negative on the market outlook if the S&P made new bull market highs with breadth below 65%.
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Market Sentiment
Percent that are Bullish (bulls / bulls+bears) and S&P 500

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: Sentiment is 63% bullish. This chart should be looked at from a contrarian perspective, particularly at extremes. Given that bullish
sentiment
a moderate level, my interpretation of this chart is neutral for the market. Chart Framework: I’d get incrementally negative
Bloombergis
® currently
10/22/2021 at
16:20:16
9
on the market outlook with sentiment near or above 70, and positive near or below 30. The neutral range is roughly between 40 and 60.
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Margin Debt
Margin Debt and S&P 500 (top panel), 12-month change in Ratio of Margin Debt / S&P 500 (bottom panel)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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(2000 and 2007), margin debt rose significantly relative to the equity market, possibly reflecting the euphoric phase of the bull market, or long
positions
switching
from strong hands (unleveraged) to weak hands (leveraged). It may be worth noting that margin debt didn’t rise relative to the
Bloomberg ®
10/22/2021 16:20:16
13
stock market (bottom panel) coming into the 2020 Covid-crash and the market recovered to new all-time highs quickly. Also, commentators that
focus on the dollar value of margin debt have been (wrongly) warning about it since 2013. Chart Framework: I’d get incrementally negative on the
market outlook if the YoY rate of change of the ratio (bottom panel) moved above 30. It might be worth noting that margin debt build-up was one
of the key features of the 1929 bubble/market top.
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Correlation and Volatility Framework
On the below diagram Correlation rises along the vertical axis from bottom to top, and Volatility rises on the horizontal axis from left to right

Source: © Merk Investments

Analysis: This simple diagram helps visualize how volatility and correlation relate to the conventional concept of portfolio “risk.” Volatility
measures how much movement an individual asset has relative to itself, and correlation measures the relative movement that an individual asset
has compared to other assets in a portfolio. For a given portfolio, the lower the volatility of each individual asset and the lower the correlation
between assets, the “lower risk” the portfolio as measured by portfolio standard deviation—and vice versa for high volatility and high correlation.
Counterintuitively, I would argue that longer-term investors might want to think the opposite way—that is, to become cautious when asset
portfolios appear low risk and consider being more aggressive when asset portfolios appear high risk.
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S&P 500 Correlation and Volatility
Avg. 2-yr Correlation of GICS* Sector Indexes to the S&P 500 Index and Avg. GICS Sector Index 1-yr realized volatility

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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due to base-effects). In my view this chart should be looked at from a contrarian perspective, and currently suggests a positive outlook
medium/longer
term as both correlation and volatility are at relatively high levels (particularly correlation). Framework: S&P 500 subsequent
Bloomberg ®
10/22/2021 16:20:16
15
medium-term returns are likely to be most attractive when both correlation and volatility are high and have lots of room to decline (like in 2009).

*GICS = Global Industry Classification Standards. The 10 sectors used for this analysis are: Consumer Disc., Consumer Stap., Energy, Financials, Health Care, Industrials, Information Technology, Materials, Telecommunication
Services, and Utilities. In 2016 Real Estate was added as an 11th GICS Sector, which had been part of the Financials sectors. The S&P 500 stocks are each assigned to a sector. The correlation reading (black line) represents
the average of all sector correlations to the S&P 500 (i.e., Correlation between Financials and S&P 500 + Correlation between Energy and S&P 500 etc., divided by 10). The volatility reading (grey line) represents the average the
sector volatilities (i.e., Volatility of Financials + Volatility of Energy etc…., divided by 10)
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Uncertainty (“Wall-of-Worry”)
U.S. Economic Policy Uncertainty Index and S&P 500

Lower Uncertainty

Higher Uncertainty

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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There is still a wall-of-worry for the market to climb. Counterintuitively, I would argue that uncertainty is generally a positive for the
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market
on a forward-looking basis, as it provides more room for uncertainty to decline. Worrying headlines are fuel for a bull market. As the
expression goes: if you wait for an all-clear signal, you’ll buy at the top. This chart also reminds us that markets don’t bottom on good news. Chart
Bloomberg ®
10/22/2021 16:20:16
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Framework: I’d get incrementally negative on the market outlook around the 65 level (dashed line) on policy uncertainty.

Methodology: The index quantifies newspaper coverage of policy-related economic uncertainty, the number of federal tax code provisions set to
expire in future years, and disagreement among economic forecasters. http://www.policyuncertainty.com/methodology.html
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VIX Curve
(3-month futures implied VIX minus 1-month futures implied VIX) and S&P 500

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: The VIX curve is currently positively sloped. A positive VIX curve means three-month future expected VIX is higher than one-month
future
expected10/22/2021
VIX (VIX
represents an estimate of the 30-day implied volatility of the S&P 500). In my view, when the VIX curve is negative19 a
Bloomberg ®
16:20:16
market drawdown phase is likely still ongoing. When positive, it may suggest the drawdown may be over for the time being. Chart Framework: In
my view this chart is best used for judging when drawdown periods might be over. If a negatively sloped VIX curve (i.e., grey area below zero)
persisted, that could be a sign of stress remaining in the market. To some extent, I think this metric gives an idea of how far out into the future the
market is willing to look. In other words, when the VIX curve is inverted the market is focused on the very short-term.
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S&P 500 Technicals
S&P 500 daily open-high-low-close chart with 50-day and 200-day Moving Averages (MA)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: The market broke below the 50-day moving average in September but has recently moved back above it and indeed gone on to make
newBloomberg
all-time
highs
recently. The 50-day moving average remains above the 200-day moving average, and the 200-day moving average remains
®
10/22/2021 16:20:16
22
in a strong uptrend. Chart Framework: I’d get incrementally negative on the market outlook if the S&P 500 appears to be making lower highs and
lower lows or if the 50d MA moves below the 200d MA.
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S&P 500 Valuation Indicator
Aggregate Equity Allocation Proxy (From Fed Z.1 Report) and S&P 500 Subsequent 10-year annualized Returns

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: If history is any guide, this chart suggests annualized S&P 500 returns (w/o dividends) might be near zero over the ten-year period
starting 6/30/2021. The grey dotted line is the market value of US equity divided by the total market value of US equity and debt, which is used as
Bloomberg ®
10/22/2021 16:20:16
2
a proxy for aggregate equity allocation. A 50.9% allocation is relatively high (as of 6/30/2021). The data comes from the quarterly Federal
Reserve Z.1 report. Chart Framework: I’d get incrementally positive on the longer-term market outlook at an allocation level below 35%, which
would likely only be after a substantial bear market.
Reference paper: http://www.philosophicaleconomics.com/2013/12/the-single-greatest-predictor-of-future-stock-market-returns/
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Calendar Year S&P 500 Returns
1928-to-Present Calendar Year Returns (dividends not included)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: As of 10/21/2021 the S&P 500 is +21% year-to-date. Coming into 2021, sell-side forecasts were for a 4 to 9% return this year. Usually the consensus
forecast is wrong (either too high or too low). At the beginning of the year I wrote: I wouldn’t be surprised if the market return for 2021 is comparable to 1992,
® 2011
10/22/2021
16:20:16
30
1993Bloomberg
or 2010,
(+5%,
+7%, +13%, and 0% respectively). In other words, 2021 might be one of those relatively rare years when the return is close to the
long-term average (or somewhere between 0-10%). For context: from 1928 through 2020 the S&P 500 average annual return was 7.7%, (w/o dividends). The
S&P 500 returned between 0-10% in only 16 of those 93 years (17% of the time). In other words, average years are actually rare. 52% of years had returns
above 10%, and 31% of years had negative returns. It may be worth noting that the S&P 500 is up over 10% in most years.
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Checklist
Chart

Time Horizon

Per Framework Characterization

Earnings

Short/Medium Term

Positive

Business Cycle

Short/Medium Term

Positive

Global growth

Short/Medium Term

Neutral/Positive

Financial Conditions

Short/Medium Term

Positive

Central Bank Support

Medium Term

Neutral/Positive

Market Breadth

Medium/Longer Term

Positive

Market Sentiment*

Short/Medium Term

Neutral/Negative

Margin Debt*

Medium/Longer Term

Positive

Correlation/Volatility*

Medium/Longer Term

Positive

Uncertainty*

Medium Term

Positive

VIX Curve

Short Term

Positive

S&P 500 50d v 200d MA

Medium Term

Positive

Valuation

Medium/Longer Term

Negative

Time Horizon

Overall Characterization

Short Term (<6 months)

Neutral/Positive with high uncertainty

Medium/Longer Term (6m-5years)

Positive with high uncertainty

© Merk Investments LLC
*contrarian indicators
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COVID19 Confirmed New Cases per Day: US and EU
Covid19 Confirmed New Cases per day with 7-day Moving Average in US (black) and EU (grey)

Source: © Merk Investments, Johns Hopkins, Bloomberg

Analysis: European new cases are clearly trending higher (grey line), which might be reflecting a seasonal wave. EU trends have been
somewhat of a leading indicator for US trends.
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Fed Balance Sheet
Federal Reserve Balance Sheet Total Assets and QE/QT Operation Phases

QE1

QE2

QE3

Tapering

QT

Covid QE

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg

Analysis: The Fed will likely announce tapering at their upcoming November meeting. Based on Fed comments, I expect them to announce a 15
billion per month (10 billion in US Treasuries and 5 billion in Mortgage-Backed Securities (MBS)) reduction in the pace of monthly purchases, to
start in December. On that schedule, QE would taper to zero by the end of June 2022.
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S&P 500 and Underwater Chart — During 2013-2014 Fed QE Tapering
S&P 500 from the close on day before tapering was announced to the last day of QE purchases, indexed to 100

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: This chart shows the S&P 500 from the close on the day before Fed tapering was announced (18 Dec 2018) to the last day
Bloomberg
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10/25/2021
14:08:14
2
of QE
purchases
(29
October 2014), indexed to 100 at the start of the period. It was up 11% with one 6% pullback and one 7%
pullback along the way.
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S&P 500 Underwater Chart
S&P 500 Index (upper panel) and drawdowns (lower panel)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: On 10/21/2021 the market hit a new all-time high. The depth of the Covid crash at the March 2020 low was about 35%, less than the
average recession bear market but there is wide range in terms of historical recession bear market drawdowns. The dot-com bust was about a
Bloomberg ®
10/22/2021 17:05:17
10
50% S&P decline, and the GFC/Great Recession was about a 55% decline. Recession bear markets going back to the mid 1920s were (from
best to worst): -22%, -27%, -30%, -36%, -48%, -49%, -57%, -60%, -86%. The mean was -46%, the median was -48%, the central tendency was 27% to -60%. In retrospect, the Covid crash appears to be something like the ‘87 crash combined with the 1990 recession.
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S&P 500 and 5-Year +/- 2 Standard Deviations Bands
S&P 500 Quarterly Open-High-Low-Close bars and +/- 2 Standard Deviations relative to the 5-year Moving Average

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: This log-scale chart shows the quarterly open-high-low-close bars for the S&P 500 along with the 5-year +/- 2 standard deviation
bands.
Notably,10/22/2021
we see
that the market can hug the +2 standard deviation line for years. For what it’s worth, the lows of the last two big bear
Bloomberg ®
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26
markets were around the -2 standard deviation level.
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S&P 500 Forward P/E Ratio and Inflation Expectations
S&P 500 Index Forward Price/Earnings Ratio (black) and 10-year Inflation Expectations (inverted in grey)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: In general, higher inflation or inflation expectations might pressure the P/E multiple—all else equal. The above chart shows the inverse
relationship between the forward price-to-earnings ratio and inflation expectations (note that inflation expectations are inverted on the y-axis).
Bloomberg ®
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*On this chart the grey series is shifted forward on the horizontal axis to show the potential fit as a leading indicator*
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S&P 500 Price/Earnings Ratio vs U.S. 10yr Yield
U.S. Treasury 10yr Yield (inverted) and S&P 500 Price/Earnings Ratio

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: In contrast to the previous slide, it may make more sense that the P/E multiple follows inversely with the US 10yr yield,
Bloomberg
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which
hasn’t
moved
up as much as inflation expectations. Rising yields (and rising inflation expectations) would likely warrant 1 a
decline in the P/E multiple. But generally, a relatively low U.S. 10yr yield (relative to long-term history) might justify a relatively higher
P/E ratio in the equity market (relative to long-term history).
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2009 Analog
2009 market (grey) vs current market (black) (indexes the March 9th, 2009 low to to March 23rd, 2020 low)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: The market still looks like it’s ahead of itself near-term. This chart indexes the March 9, 2009 low to match the March 23, 2020 low. The
greyBloomberg
line is® the 10/22/2021
2009 analog.
As of last Friday’s close, the market appears to be ahead of schedule compared to the 2009 analog. On a broader
16:23:16
16
point, new bull markets are usually disbelieved by many for months, and eventually years (that’s what happened in 2009 and 2010). I began
showing this chart in June 2020 and this analog played out incredibly closely through April 2021. We shouldn’t be surprised by a scary 10-15%
correction in the remainder of the year.
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S&P 500 Bull Market Trend Channel
S&P 500 Trend Channel (Logarithmic Scale)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: The S&P 500 is trading at the top end of its log-scale trend channel. This is potentially another sign that the market might have gotten
ahead
of itself
near-term
and might be due to correct or consolidate sideways for a while.
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*On logarithmic scales an equal amount of vertical change corresponds to an equal amount of percentage change, whereas on arithmetic scales
an equal amount of vertical change corresponds to an equal amount of numerical change*
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S&P 500 and Russell 2000
S&P 500 Index (black) with Russell 2000 (grey)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: The Russell 2000 has been consolidating over the past 6+ months. It last made a new all-time high on March 15th (the “Ides of March”
made
famous as
the date of Julius Caesar's assassination). The S&P 500 could easily go through a similar consolidation, which would help bring
Bloomberg ®
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down the valuation multiple.
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Degree of Extension
S&P 500 Percent Gain/Loss relative to its 5-Year Moving Average (grey) and S&P 500 Percent Gain/Loss relative to its 10-Year Moving Average (black)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: As indicated on this chart, the degree of extension warning levels are at 55% above the 5-year moving average, and 105% above the
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10-year
moving
average.
The market is approaching those warning levels, and developments here bear watching. This is one of the reasons that
the market may be due for a healthy correction.
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“Bubble” Indicator
Market Indexes Relative to their Respective 10-year Moving Averages (Market Tops lined up to April 2024)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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and 1989 Japan. I’ve chosen a simple indicator for market performance: the percent above its 10-year moving average. All four crashes occurred
afterBloomberg
the market
was well above 100% of its 10-year moving average (120% was the lowest common threshold). The S&P 500 is not yet17at
®
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performance levels consistent with 1929, 1987, 1999/2000, or 1989 Japan, but it’s getting closer. For now, comparisons to those market tops are
still premature. It may also be worth noting that on a risk-adjusted basis (i.e., accounting for downside volatility along the way), today’s market is
even further from the performance of the pre-crash markets.
*Nothing about this chart or analysis is meant to be a forecast. It is merely food for thought*
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FANG Index
Market Capitalization Weighted Index of Facebook, Amazon, Netflix, and Google: the “FANGs”

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: The FANG Index has continued in a general uptrend.
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(Merk may own securities mentioned. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Not investment advice.)
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Chart - 10/26/2021
AAPL US Equity (Apple Inc)
MSFT US Equity (Microsoft Corp)
GOOG US Equity (Alphabet Inc)
AMZN US Equity (Amazon.com Inc)

FB US Equity (Facebook Inc)
TSLA US Equity (Tesla Inc)
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Largest US Companies by Market Cap
Market Capitalizations of Apple. Microsoft, Google, Amazon, Tesla, and Facebook

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: As of writing, Tesla has a bigger market cap than Facebook—displacing it in the top five US companies by market cap.
Bloomberg ®
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(Merk may own securities mentioned. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Not investment advice.)
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Asset Manager Cash Holdings
Money Market Fund Assets ($ Trillions)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: Total asset manager cash allocations are at about 4.5 trillion currently—meaning there’s a lot of cash (earning 0% btw) being held by
money managers. That cash is potentially ready to come in to by any dip. You may not get a correction when everyone is expecting one (and is
Bloomberg ®
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ready to come in to buy it).
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Dispersion of Returns
Dispersion of Returns Across Sectors: Rolling 5-week Returns

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: Energy sector equities have been by far the outperformer over the past five weeks.
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S&P 500 and the Unicorn Index
S&P 500 Index (black) and the Unicorn Index (grey)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: Private market valuations, judged by the unicorn index, are keeping pace and hitting new highs as well. In other words, valuations in the
private
markets 10/22/2021
are confirming
valuations in the public markets.
Bloomberg ®
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40
As a side note, SPACs (special purpose acquisition companies) are becoming a direct link between the public and private markets. SPACs have
no commercial operations and are formed specifically to raise capital through an IPO for the purpose of acquiring an existing private
company/start-up.
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Intermarket Analysis
AUD.JPY Exchange Rate (grey) and S&P 500 (black)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: The AUD.JPY exchange rate is often a good proxy for global growth prospects. In the Covid crash, the exchange rate bottomed before
the market bottomed and made new 2020 highs before the S&P 500 made new highs. And more recently, AUD.JPY made new highs before the
Bloomberg ®
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market followed on to make new highs last week.

Chart - 10/22/2021
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S&P 500 and the S&P 500 Equal Weight Index
S&P 500 Index (black) and the S&P 500 Equal Weight Index (grey)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: The S&P 500 equally weighted index, i.e., each stock has an equal weight, made a new all-time along with the market-cap weighted
indexBloomberg
on 10/21/21.
This16:39:16
is an indication that breadth is reasonably healthy.
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S&P 500 Index and 1-month MA of Put/Call Ratio
S&P 500 Index (black) and 1-month Moving Average of Put Call Ratio (inverted in grey)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: This sentiment measure has come off recent highs over the past several months. It may be worth noting that the elevated levels of the
late 90s persisted for many years before the market peaked.
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Equities vs. Fixed Income
U.S. Treasury 10yr Yield (black) and S&P 500 Index Current Earnings Yield (grey)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: According to the so-called “Fed Model,” which compares the earnings yield on stocks to the yield on a 10yr Treasury note, stocks still
appear to be relatively cheap compared to bonds, as they offer a higher yield.
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Risk Premia
Yield on Cash, Treasuries, Corporate Bonds, and Stocks

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: Stocks yield more than corporate bonds, which yield more than Treasury bonds, which yield more than cash. To put this chart into the
Bloomberg
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17:05:17P/E ratios, the equity yield shown above (the blue line) is the earnings-to-price yield, or E/P ratio, which is merely the
17
context
of charts
showing
inverse of the P/E ratio.
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VIX Watch
Implied Volatility Index (VIX) and 3-month forward VIX

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: Implied volatility levels have been persistently elevated since the onset of the pandemic. 15 on spot VIX and 20 on 3-month forward VIX
Bloomberg
seem
to be®key 10/22/2021
levels,17:05:17
and historically precursors to market corrections. The 2010 correction started with 3-month forward VIX at 20, same with28
the 2011 correction. In other words, maybe we won’t see a genuine correction until spot VIX gets to 15 or lower and 3-month forward VIX gets to
20 or lower.
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U.S. Dollar and Speculative Positioning
U.S. Dollar Index (black) and CFTC net speculative positioning on the U.S. Dollar (grey)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: The speculative position in the US dollar is now significantly net long. From a contrarian perspective, that may mean the position is
liable to swing the other way and eventually help push the dollar down. To the extent that the dollar weakens from current levels, it should be a
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tailwind for foreign (and in particular, emerging markets) equities.
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The Challenge of Market Timing
S&P 500 and 2020 Low Point

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: The market is already over 100% above the March 2020 lows. Reasonable investors could have argued that 2017 was late cycle and
worth being underweight equities and defensively positioned in cash. The problem is that you would have to be an incredibly skilled (and lucky)
Bloomberg ®
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get back
into the market where you got out. And good luck thinking that March 23rd 2020 was going to be the low point in the
midst of the Covid panic.
I suspect the S&P 500 never goes below the March 2020 lows. The market never went back below the 1987 crash lows.
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Secular Bull Market with Retracement Levels
Secular Bull Market from 1982 to 2000 and Subsequent Bear Market

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: The bull market from 1982 to 2000 rose from 104 to 1527, a more than 14x increase. The recession-bear-market of the early 2000s
temporarily
gave
back half of that gain. The index fell from 1527 to below 815. In other words, it was a 50% retracement of the 18-year secular
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bull market advance.
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Secular Bull Market with Retracement Levels
Secular Bull Market from 2009 to …?

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: If this secular bull market were to end now and go through a 50% retracement, it would still be above the level of the Covid-crash lows
of March 2020. As a side note, from 2009 to 2021, the index went from a low of 683 to a recent high of 4545, a 6.6x advance.
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S&P 500 Trailing 12m Dividend Yield
Trailing 12-month S&P 500 Dividend Yield with +/- 1 and 2 Standard Deviation levels

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: The trailing 12-month dividend yield on the S&P 500 is near the lowest it’s been for the bull market going back to the beginning of 2009.
It is still
above
its
200017:03:17
low of 1.05%.
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S&P 500 and Combined PMIs
S&P 500 (black) and Sum of Manufacturing and Services PMI relative to 50 (the neutral reading)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis:
The 10/22/2021
above16:55:16
chart shows how far above neutral the combined (manufacturing + services) PMIs are. Often it’s the case that
Bloomberg ®
15
the market takes a break after extremely positive PMI readings, but then continues higher over the medium-term.
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S&P 500 and Credit LEI
S&P 500 (black) and Credit Conditions LEI Component

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis:
The leading
credit conditions index remains at its most supportive levels going back over the history of the index (to 1995).
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Factor Tilt Relative Performance
Growth (blue), Value (green), Size (black), Quality (red), Momentum (grey), and Dividend (orange)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: The above chart shows factor tilt relative performance. Growth outperformance had recently reasserted itself, but in the
10/22/2021
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pastBloomberg
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slightly outperformed.
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U.S. vs China Big Tech
CSI Overseas China Internet Index (black) and Nasdaq 100 (grey)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: China’s tech index has been in a sharp drawdown over the past several months—in large part due to China’s corporate
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31
crackdown that started with Ant Financial and more recently has been focused on China’s private education/tutoring companies. For
now, the China tech index appears to be making higher highs and higher lows over the past several weeks.
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Nasdaq vs. Small-Cap Value (early 2000s)
Nasdaq Composite (grey) and Russell 2000 Value (black)

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: During the dotcom bust of the early 2000s, in which the Nasdaq fell 78%, small-cap value was flat to higher. In other words, even if
there is a “bubble” in one area of the equity market, that doesn’t mean there is a bubble in all areas of the equity market. Five years after the
Bloomberg ®
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3
dotcom
peak 10/15/2021
(from March
2000 to Dec 2004), the Nasdaq was down 57% and small-cap value was up 92%.
If you think we’re currently in a tech bubble 2.0, you might want to consider diversifying out of tech stocks and into small-cap value.
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Nasdaq vs. Small-Cap Value (early 2000s)
Nasdaq 100 (grey) and Russell 2000 Value (black) Indexed to 100 on March 10th, 2000 and 3-month rolling correlation (lower panel)

From the peak of the dotcom bubble in March 2000 through the end of 2004,
US small cap value was up over 100% and the Nasdaq was down over 50%,
with a correlation over .60

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Nasdaq was down over 50% and small-cap value was up over 100%. The diversification benefits were better than the correlation and implied.
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The overall correlation for the period was .73, but the daily drift on Nasdaq was -0.09% and the daily drift on small-cap value was +0.06%. High
correlation does not mean that returns will be similar. The reason is because correlation removes drift (i.e., the average return). And at the end of
the day, drift dictates returns—not volatility and not correlation.
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Correlation Example
Monthly Returns of Security A and Security B are perfectly positively Correlated (+1.00) and Beta is 1.00

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: The monthly returns of Security A are always positive, and the monthly returns of Security B are always negative. Some might be
surprised that Security A and Security B in the above example are perfectly positively correlated, i.e., correlation = 1.00 (not negative one, but
positive
one). Security
B also has a Beta of 1.00 to Security A. While the above is a contrived example to make a point, the very real point is this:
Bloomberg ®
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if it turns out that Security A has a positive drift and security B has a negative drift, the correlation isn’t going to save you from losing money in a
long-B/short-A pair trade. So, hopefully you don’t find yourself in the unfortunate position of being long Security B and short Security A thinking
you’re perfectly hedged.
Excel spreadsheet for reference: https://www.dropbox.com/s/xzch4rt5ihas5bf/Corr%20Example.xlsx?dl=0
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Volatility Example
Fund A and Fund B have the same Volatility

Source: © Merk Investments, Bloomberg
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Analysis: Fund A and Fund B have the exact same volatility: 5.13% annualized. According to textbook finance, these two funds carry the same
amount of “risk.” In my opinion volatility is a poor and misleading measure of risk. Volatility alone doesn’t tell you anything about the risk of losing
money
over time.
While the above is a contrived exaggeration to make a point, the key point is again that drift matters. A portfolio that has1 a
Bloomberg ®
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measured annualized volatility of 5.1% around an annualized drift of +20% gets you an outcome that is presumably the goal, i.e., to make money,
whereas if the drift is -20% per year you end up with a bad outcome. So, it’s not merely a matter of thinking 5.1% annualized volatility represents
“an acceptable mound of risk.” The point of this slide and the previous one is to point out the limitations of using correlation and volatility to
measure risk.

Howard Mark’s on Volatility
Volatility is not real risk…
“Volatility – or how much an asset price or a stream of returns fluctuates over time – is easy to quantify. For me, that is volatility’s
greatest advantage. The problem is that, in my opinion and in the eyes of most investors, volatility is not the real risk. Therein lies
the problem: historic volatility can be measured, but for me it isn’t really risk. Risk, the way I define it – the probability of future loss
– is something that can’t be quantified. In general, the probability of a future event can’t be measured; it’s just a matter of opinion.
And although the probability of future loss obviously can’t be measured, I find it interesting (and somewhat surprising) that the
probability of loss can’t be measured even after the fact... Because of my doubts about the relevance of volatility, the formulas that
calculate risk-adjusted return using volatility as the measure of risk are easy to apply but not completely appropriate... Risk is
something that the intelligent investor either (a) avoids if it’s intolerable in the absolute or (b) demands compensation to bear... I
reject defining risk as volatility. For me, risk is mainly the probability of losing money. Where does risk come from? As the late
investment sage Peter Bernstein wrote, risk arises from uncertainty... Elroy Dimson of the London Business School put it, “Risk
means more things can happen than will happen.” ...The future isn’t known or knowable. It can only be guessed at, but investors
can try to add value by enumerating the possible outcomes and estimating their probabilities. Thus we have to think about the
future in terms of a probability distribution. What’s most likely to happen? What other outcomes are nearly as likely? And it’s
essential to remember that even if we’re right about the possible outcomes and their respective probabilities, we still don’t know
which one is going to happen. Thus, uncertainty – risk – is generally inescapable. We can decide on an optimal course of action:
one that would be successful under the likely outcomes and not too bad if one of the less likely outcomes comes to pass. But we
can still get one of those less likely negative outcomes for which we’re not ideally prepared... Many people think “riskier
investments produce higher returns” and “if you want to make more money, the way to do so is to take more risk.” I consider both
of these formulations potentially disastrous. In short, if riskier investments could be counted on for higher returns, they wouldn’t be
riskier. Rather, I think the way to think about the relationship between risk and return is that “investments that appear riskier have
to appear to offer higher returns, or else no one will invest in them. But they don’t have to deliver.” There you have it: the possibility
of disappointing outcomes (including permanent loss) from “risky” investments. So rather than saying “increasing risk increases
return,” I think the right way to view it is that “increasing risk increases an investment’s expected return; it expands the range of
possible outcomes; and it causes the range of outcomes to include some that are unfavorable.” That’s the way investors should
think about risk. Only that view will enable them to handle it wisely.”
-Howard Marks, in Wealth of Wisdom

Disclosure
This report was prepared by Merk Investments LLC, and reflects the current opinion of the authors. It is based upon
sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Merk Investments LLC makes no representation regarding the
advisability of investing in the products herein. Opinions and forward-looking statements expressed are subject to
change without notice. This information does not constitute investment advice and is not intended as an endorsement
of any specific investment. The information contained herein is general in nature and is provided solely for educational
and informational purposes. Some believe predicting recessions is either impossible or very difficult. The information
provided does not constitute legal, financial or tax advice. You should obtain advice specific to your circumstances from
your own legal, financial and tax advisors. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
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